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Look at the vehicle below.

Monday Day 1 

Hook:

Meet Susie STEM! Susie is a little mouse who loves engineering. 
This means, she likes to design and build things to solve 
problems. 

Today Susie is trying to save energy by building a car that uses 
wind to move. 

What do you wonder?

What does the word “engineer” make you think?

Susie lives on a street called Windy Way. The street is close to the 
ocean where it’s very windy. 

Susie likes to visit her friend Marvin Mole who lives at the other 
end of Windy Way. This is why she wants to create a vehicle that 
uses wind to travel up and down the street. 

The wind will provide the force needed to push Susie’s vehicle 
forward. She would like to build a vehicle that moves the fastest 
using the wind. 

Let’s work as engineers to help Susie solve this problem! 

Engineering Design The Problem:
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Exit Slip: What level design are you planning to complete? Why?

When engineers solve problems, 
they start by asking questions!.

How can air be used to move things? 

What things help a car move faster?

What supplies can I use to build?

What other questions do you have? 
You don’t need to build your wind car today. Today is a day to ask questions about how you will build your wind car.

Engineering Design Ask:

Use a car, truck, or other moving vehicle that you already have and 
adapt it to use wind to move it. 

Create a car out of building blocks like Legos and adapt it to use 
wind to move it.

Design and build a car from building materials you find around your 
house and design it to use wind energy to move it.

What level of challenge are you ready to complete?

Advanced Level

Intermediate Level

Beginner Level
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Engineering Design Explain:

Tuesday Day 2

Engineers are people who imagine, build, and test different ways to solve problems. Some of the things 
that engineers do when solving a problem are listed below. We are going to follow these steps as we 
design a solution for Susie STEM to use the wind on Windy Way to move a vehicle.

Engineering Design Process:

ASK: Engineers ask questions:  
 ●  What is the problem I am trying to solve? 
 ●  What materials am I able to use?

PLAN: Engineers plan by: 
 ●  Brainstorming many ideas
 ●  Picking the best idea to solve the problem
 ●  Drawing and labeling their design

BUILD: Engineers build their design from their drawing. 

TEST: Engineers test:
 ●  Did it solve the problem?
 ●  What could work better?

IMPROVE: Engineers try to make their design better. 
 ●  They make changes to their design
 ●  They test their design again to see if the changes were successful

Hook:
What do you wonder?

How can you act like an engineer when you build your wind car?
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Exit Slip:   How can you make the most of the wind energy to move your car?

Force and Motion Explain:
Your wind car will need to move from one place to another using the pushing force of 
the wind.

Here is an example of a vehicle using the pushing force of 
the wind to move. 

What part of this vehicle is using the wind to make it 
move? 

What materials around your house could you use to help 
move your car? 

Your car will need to move easily. 

What part of this vehicle is being used to make it move 
easily? 

What can you do to your design so your car will move 
easily? 

The easier your car starts moving and stays moving the 
better. 
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Engineering Design Ask:

Wednesday Day 3

Things have different properties. They can have different colors or shapes. 

Let’s go on a supply hunt!! Think of materials that would be useful for building your car. You can use 
anything that you find around your house (with an adult’s permission) to build your wind car. 

List all items you are using and answer the questions to complete the table below. 

                                            Round, 1 inch diameter,      Stretch, attach, tie, replace a               It can work with a popsicle stick
    Hair Tie    smooth, stretchy                 rubber band,                                        and a piece of cloth to make a 
                                                                                                                                                     sail

What do you notice about the items? 

How are they alike?

How are they different?

How could each be used to build your wind car?

Hook:

What is it?

What are its physical 
properties? 

(texture, size, shape, 
etc)

What can it do? 
Use verbs (action words): like 
bounce, stretch, and support 

to describe the item.

What can it work with? 
Combine two or more of the 

items listed to make 
something new.
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Engineering Design Plan: Brainstorm

Thursday Day 4

Today you will make a plan for your wind car. 
Use the space below to draw pictures of many possible designs. Remember the wind 
must move your car.  

What do you notice about this design?
Hook:
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Engineering Design Plan: Diagram 
Pick your best wind car design idea. Draw and label your design in the space below. 
Include the materials that you are using in your design. 

Exit Slip: Describe how the planning process went for you. Was it hard to pick your 
favorite idea to diagram? 
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Engineering Design Build:

Look at the picture. 

Friday Day 5

Hook:

Today you will put together your wind car design. 

Gather the supplies that you used in your diagram. Use those supplies to build a model of your design. 

It might not work the first time. Don’t give up! Make changes until it works the way you hoped. 

Thomas Edison once said, “I have not failed. I have found 10,000 ways that won’t work!” If your first 
attempt at building doesn’t work, just keep trying! You can do it!  

What do you wonder?

Exit Slip: Describe how the building process went for you. Did you enjoy building your wind car design? 
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Monday Day 6

Hook:

Engineering Design Test/Redesign
  Test your wind car design. Complete with an adult. 
 ●  Mark a start line and finish line for your wind car trials.
 ●  Keep the distance between the start and finish line the same for each trial.
 ●  You will blow on the car to represent the wind pushing it forward.
 ●  In the table, record the time it took to get to the finish line. Repeat this process for Trials 2 and 3.

If you were redesigning this paper helicopter to stay in the air 
longer, what changes would you make?

What part(s) of your design worked well? 

What part(s) of your design could be improved?

List your ideas for improvements below.

Name of Design Time Traveled Trial 1 Time Traveled Trial 2 Time Traveled Trial 3
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Engineering Design The Solution:

Tuesday Day 7

Reflection:
What made you the most proud as you built your wind car?

What challenge did you defeat?

Present your solution to others in any way that you choose. Some options could include, but are 
not limited to:
  * a poster
          * a PowerPoint/Google Slide/or other slide presentation
          * a video
          * a play describing your engineering process and solution
         * a commercial about your wind car
          * an infographic
          * a cartoon or comic book to show your steps
          * a flow chart of your steps and results

A description of the problem

A list of materials you used to create your wind car

A description and visual (photo, drawing, video) of the solution

A description of how well your wind car solves the problem

A description of how your wind car could be improved to even better solve the problem

Your Presention Could Include:
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